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Community Outreach Meeting Summary  
March 23, 2022, 6:00 p.m. HST 

Zoom Virtual Webinar 
 

On March 23, 2022, Kalaeloa Partners L.P. (“KPLP”) hosted a virtual community meeting to inform 
neighboring communities, businesses, stakeholders, and the public about KPLP.  Discussion topics 
included general operational and administrative information, the amended and restated power 
purchase agreement (ARPPA), and KPLP’s plans for the future.  By conducting this meeting, KPLP had an 
opportunity to listen to participants, who were encouraged to ask questions, raise concerns, and 
comment on the discussion topics.   

At the meeting, KPLP presented information with the purpose of keeping the public and stakeholders 
informed of our operations, activities, and current status. Topics included an explanation of the annual 
maintenance inspections performed to ensure proper equipment care, an update on the current status 
of the amended and restated power purchase agreement (ARPPA) filed November 24, 2021, and how 
we will continue to serve Oahu in 2022. 

KPLP's approach to this meeting, which was consistent with the community outreach provisions in the 
ARPPA, was to widely publicize this meeting and opportunity.  The following summarizes the timeline 
and means to disseminate notice of this meeting: 

Date & Time Activity Medium 
3/7/2022 Mailed meeting notice to surrounding 

businesses*. 
United States Postal Service 

(USPS) 
3/7/2022 Distributed meeting notification to surrounding 

businesses (email addresses)*. 
E-mail: 

KalaeloaPartnersLP@gmail.com 
3/10/2022 Meeting notice posted on KPLP website as 

banner and splash notification.  
KPLP Website: 

www.kalaeloapartners.com  
3/22/2022 Emailed meeting notice reminder to registered 

attendees. 
E-mail: 

KalaeloaPartnersLP@gmail.com 
3/23/2022 

6:00PM 
Virtual Community Meeting (webinar format). Zoom (virtual webinar) 

*Generally within a 2-mile radius of KPLP's location.  Supplemented by media releases. 

Due to COVID-19 restrictions, the meeting was held virtually, with open attendance.  Speakers for KPLP 
included: Jeffrey Walsh, KPLP General Manager; Melissa Batt, KPLP Associate Financial Analyst; and was 
moderated by Kylie Butts, Assistant Account Executive, Anthology Group.  The PowerPoint presentation 
is attached as Annex A. 

Following KPLP’s presentation, comments and questions were solicited and received in writing through 
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the Zoom platform.  The comments, questions, and responses, slightly edited for clarity, are reproduced 
below: 

1. [Moderator Question] You talked about the annual maintenance inspections that happen every 
year. Are there any interruptions in your service delivering energy to the grid during those 
inspections? 

a. [Verbal Response by Jeff Walsh] Not so much interruptions as this is a planned event, we 
take many months with our operations & maintenance provider General Electric and we 
planned the delivery of the parts through supply chain issues such as due to COVID-19. It 
usually takes a duration of four to five weeks and we'll take one of the combustion 
turbines offline and reduce the output of the plant roughly around 50% and then at the 
tail end of that we take the second combustion turbine down for a five to seven day 
period reducing plant output to zero percent. Then we come back online and dispatch 
with one turbine and the other. 

2. [Attendee Question] As a result of the nature of KPLP there is sometimes sediment and ash that 
may come out from the facility. What has KPLP done and is going to do to mitigate any negative 
effects from KPLP’s operations on neighboring businesses? 

a. [Verbal Response by Jeff Walsh] Relationships with neighbors are very important and 
abidance with all of the regulatory permits. In conjunction with that, we have embarked 
on the root cause analysis to understand how we can mitigate and eliminate periodical 
ash sediment fallout from startup operations. That project is in progress right now and 
we hope to have some improvements in a very short period. 

3.  [Attendee Question] Can you explain why it is necessary for KPLP to perform the annual 
maintenance inspections and if it is a standard practice? 

a. [Verbal Response by Jeff Walsh] It is a standard practice and it's important from a 
reliability perspective and it's through the efforts of the team here at KPLP and support 
from various engineering groups technical support where we look well into the future 
and understand, in some cases, end of life replacement and so on and so forth to help us 
continue with this world class availability factor. It's a lot of planning in some cases years 
out and it's very, very important to take the machines off and do a complete overhaul, 
breakdown, and backup. And restore to the previous condition before we went offline.  

4.  [Attendee Question] Can you elaborate on the biofuel optionality that is part of the amended 
and restated power purchase agreement? 

a. [Verbal Response by Jeff Walsh] There is a fuel conversion option that's in the ARPPA 
that if called upon or requested by HECO we would provide optionality with biofuel, 
modifications, and how we would do that. I will say that we have done some preliminary 
market studies from an availability perspective and also in-house studies on what it 
would take to retrofit some of the equipment, the combustion turbines and material 
handling of the fuel itself to provide an option to combust and generate electricity from 
a fuel, such as biofuel. 

 
5. [Moderator Question] Can you elaborate more on what defines the difference between firm 

energy vs. intermitment and where KPLP fits into those two mixes? 
a. [Verbal Response by Jeff Walsh] In our case firm is 24/7 365 days a year synchronous 

generation where we will follow the frequency of the grid and its load up and down and 
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support when it is feasible from a solar perspective and/or wind perspective to be able to 
back down the load and allow the renewables to support a good part of the demand for 
the grid. It’s that continuous 24/7 365 days a year following the grid demand in this case 
up and down and to help support when there's not adequate sunlight and/or wind in the 
form of energy generation. 

 
6. [Moderator Question] Can you elaborate more on what KPLP’s facility technology consists of? 

a. [Verbal Response by Jeff Walsh] We are a combined cycle co-generation plant so two 
combustion turbines up to 80 megawatts each and a steam turbine as a third source of 
energy for a combination of 208 megawatts as a full output. At any given time, the 
configuration could be one or the other “jet engines” peaking up and down and the 
spent energy in the form of heat. On the back end of those two combustion turbines 
goes to a heat recovery steam generator, and that high pressure and low pressure steam 
is used to run and turn a third turbine on that spent energy in the form of an additional 
roughly 40 to 48 megawatts. A subset of that is the process steam that's extracted from 
that steam turbine and its associated equipment and used as thermal energy for the 
refinery next door. We do have a lot of tours and we are very proud of our facility, and 
you know we go through the operation from the basics of power generation to the 
benefits of the facility so we hope to see more folks at the plant this coming year. 

 
At the conclusion of the meeting, an announcement was made and posted, stating that there is a 30-day 
public comment period following the meeting to submit written comments which if received would be 
compiled and submitted unedited to HECO and attached in Annex B.   
 
The Virtual Meeting which took place on March 23, 2022, with a comment period ending on April 22, 
2022, did not receive any comments. 
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ANNEX A 

 MARCH 23, 2022 COMMUNITY MEETING POWERPOINT 
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ANNEX B 

30 DAY COMMENT PERIOD COMMENTS AND RESPONSES  
FROM MARCH 23, 2022 COMMUNITY MEETING 

 
 

The Virtual Meeting which took place on March 23, 2022, with a comment period ending on April 22, 
2022, did not receive any comments. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


